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Abstract: Security breaching is the main issue faced by the user during authentication. Nowadays online services or Desktop
Application come with flaw of security breaching. Old schemes of password consist of some disadvantages like shoulder surfing,
hacking of password, password guessing. To overcome the issue of old password schemes, image-based schemes are constructed.
Graphical passwords are used to authenticate users in order to avoid security breaching. Human memory is good in visualizing
graphical password consists of images and sketches. The key benefits of graphical passwords schemes are improved
memorability and to protect against password guessing attack. This paper proposes click based authentication which will protect
the system from unauthorised user. In this graphical password and captcha schemes are integrated to form CARP schemes. This
improved security mechanism will give user a better security.
Keywords: Graphical Password, Security Primitive, CARP, Recognition Based, Click Based Authentication, Online Password
Guessing
I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as we can see everything is based on the online systems be it payment, learning, managing the bank accounts, etc.
Similarly, our details are more exposed to the outside world. This increases the chance of our personal details getting hacked or
misused by attacker. Password cracking is regular practise of hacker’s. Password cracking includes practises like shoulder surfing,
guessing attacks etc. To overcome such problems raised we use standard internet security to protect users account from being
hacked by the hackers and bots. In this paper Graphical password schemes are introduced. Our system is based on click-based
captcha as a graphical password which is termed as “CaRP”, which reduces chance of human guessing attacks and certain trials if a
new click-based image is used for each trial. CaRP is a combination of captcha and graphical password used as entity for secured
authentication. Captcha is computably automatic public turing test to tell computer and humans apart. It generates the test which
only humans can solve and when captcha is combined with graphical password many more techniques are introduced. In this paper
we discuss the strengths and limitations of each graphical password techniques and it also proposes future scope.
II.
IMPLEMENTATION
Authentication schemes are implemented to authenticate user on accessing the website.
Following are the steps of system flow
1) For registration, user must select one of the authentication schemes and then create username and password. Password is
created by the user according to their authentication scheme selected at the time of registration.
2) For login, user must once again enter his/her username and password based on the selected authentication scheme. click events
sequences performed during registration and login process should be matching then only user will be authenticated and get
permission to login in to the website.
3) User is permitted to the website if and only if he/she is an authenticated user
A. Fig of Click text
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This scheme consists of randomly arranged alphabets in Carp challenge image. This scheme comes under Recognition based
scheme.
Steps for click text scheme
1) Step1: User registers on system by entering his/her username and password. password will be in random sequence of clicked
alphabets. for eg P=”qwertyuiop”
2) Step2: To Login in to the system with click text scheme, then user has to provide his/her user name. After that user has to click
on the alphabets sequence of the password on the Carp challenged image. Password sequence clicked during registration should
be matched with the password sequence clicked during login process.
3) Step3: Authenticated user can access the website .
B.

Fig Animal grid

In this scheme, user provides password which is a sequence of animal names and random number from the table created beside the
animal grid. This scheme is combination of click-A-secret and click animal[1].User will get Carp challenged image consisting of
2d animal grid and number grid. Number grid consists of numbers between 1 to 100.In this animal grid scheme ,password is
basically click based combination of animal and numbers sequences.
Steps for animal grid scheme
1) User must register in to the system by creating his/her own username and password. password is created by clicking on the
grids present in this scheme.
2) User requests for login and then clicks on the password present in the grid. This password is combination of number and animal
grid.
3) User gets authenticated if and only if the password clicked during login process is same as the registration process.
4) Authenticated user can access the website.
C. Fig. Textpoint 4cr
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In text-point 4cr,Carp challenged image of an alphabet is created and on that click events are performed at any invariant points.
1) Steps1: During Registration, User selects the image of an alphabet on which event is performed. User clicks on the invariants
points of carp challenged image as his/her password. Authentication server stores the details of the users.
2) Step2: During Login, User enters his /her username and password. Password is entered by clicking on the relative positions of
the points clicked during registration.
3) Step3: Relative position of the points clicked on the carp image during registration process matches with the points clicked
during login process than the user is authenticated and can access website.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
User plays the key role in graphical password. User should be clever enough while entering the password at the time of login.
A. Attack Analysis
Key logger software attack: In this attack, attacker keeps log of all data entries in key logger software. This type of attack is possible
for text-based password. But in our system, we only enter username from keyboard.
B. Usability Analysis
Usability consists of total time required for its execution and ease of schemes for testing our system’s performance, we had
conducted a survey in which 15- people were requested to use our authentication scheme. We categorize 15- people in different
types such as beginners, intermediates and experts according to bell curve theory. By conducting such survey we got to understand
the ease of access of these schemes and total time required for execution for each scheme.
C. Security analysis on certain attack
Brute force Attacks: In this type of attack attacker tries many possibilities to crack the password and login in to the system.
1) For eg: In textpoint4cr scheme only single alphabet is generated and on that click events are performed. All the click points coordinates are different so that attacker fails to login in to the system.
2) Well studied attack: Attacker studies about the password schemes and tries many possible combination of different attacks on
the system. But, our system consists of password schemes that are multi-factor and randomized. So the attacker fails to study
our password scheme.
3) Shoulder surfing attack: Attacker uses any digital devices like camera or high resolution video for recording users password.
But our system is based on click based carp image so it is difficult to keep track on click events.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Graphical password is easy for the people to remember their passwords than text based passwords. We have proposed CARP, CARP
is combination of both captcha and graphical password schemes.
CARP includes click text, animal grid techniques and it also include recognition technique like textpoint4cr techniques. It is very
difficult for attackers to attack on the system by hacking the CARP-based password because every time new set of images are
generated. To increase security images can be produced more at every login attempt. Improvement of CARP techniques can be done
by combining two techniques together to produce 3-way Authentication technique for ex: If animal grid and click text are combined
together
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